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Background
In the higher education research community, there is increased awareness of the social and
academic effects of a rapidly diversifying student population. In many ways, cross-cultural
contact has enriched students’ personal development by providing opportunities to increase
their cultural awareness (Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005) and confront biases (Pettigrew, 1997).
Similarly, a rising rhetoric of the ‘international curriculum’ has embedded the development of
cross-cultural competencies into programme designs (Crose, 2011; Leask, 2009, 2013; Matus
& Talburt, 2015). One key component of this is collaborative group work, which has been
demonstrated to further encourage cross-cultural communication (Rienties, Alcott, & JindalSnape, 2014) and exchange of new ideas (Levin, 2005).

Yet, research has simultaneously highlighted that it is not enough to simply place students
into cross-cultural groups (Takahashi & Saito, 2013; Van den Bossche, Gijselaers, Segers, &
Kirschner, 2006). Indeed, it has been demonstrated that tensions often exist between diverse
students when collaborating (Moore & Hampton, 2015; Popov et al., 2012; Spencer-Oatey &
Dauber, 2016; Strauss, U, & Young, 2011; Summers & Volet, 2008). Similar dichotomies
have been demonstrated in the wider community between domestic and international students
(Gareis, 2012; Harrison & Peacock, 2009), and between students of varying academic
achievement levels (Gasevic, Zouaq, & Janzen, 2013; Hommes et al., 2012). Thus, it is clear
from current research that interventions may be required to elicit positive collaborative
experiences between students of diverse backgrounds.

These tensions bring into question the role of educators and universities in encouraging such
positive interactions and promoting equity of experience between diverse students in
collaborative tasks. One important concern is student preferences for their own autonomy
versus staff intervention. Thus, it is worth considering: which interventions and resources do
students anticipate and expect from teachers to encourage cross-cultural collaboration? At
the SRHE conference, we will shed light on this topic by highlighting qualitative differences
in student preferences between academic achievement levels. In doing so, we will
simultaneously demonstrate replicable mixed-method tools for participant sampling and the
use of a case study as a mediating artefact for eliciting responses to challenging interview
topics.

Research design and data
This study was conducted in a first-year undergraduate statistics course with 860 students in
the Netherlands. Within this course, 79.3% of students were international, representing 35
countries. As this university adopted a problem-based learning curriculum, students had
frequent opportunity to work collaboratively.

We conducted twenty in-depth interviews with students from the classroom. Students were
selected to participate using a robust k-means cluster analysis of student grades and quota
sampling of gender and nationality. To encourage in-depth discussions about sensitive topics,
such as culture and biases, a visual case study was used as a mediating artefact for
reflection, as encouraged by Bahn and Barratt-Pugh (2013). Interviews were then transcribed
for thematic analysis. A comparison of student responses between grade clusters was made to
consider qualitative differences in student experiences based on academic performance level.

Findings
Our findings of 1582 coded units highlight qualitative differences between students of
varying academic performance levels in regards to their reflections of collaboration with
diverse peers. In particular, in 627 teacher element codes (39.6%), we found strong
differences in opinions about the role of teachers in facilitating and monitoring collaborative

tasks. In general, high performing students felt that student autonomy was important for
organising successful collaboration between diverse peers. In contrast, mid to low performing
students believed that a stronger teacher presence was needed to overcome group work
tensions.

Low performing students also demonstrated a particular desire for teacher intervention in
encouraging social connections between students. Indeed, most of the students in the low
achievement cluster highlighted that it is the teacher’s duty to assist with their social
integration and friendship network creation. This notion was not prevalent in the responses of
high achieving students, who instead felt that students should be in charge of their own social
integration and, further, that social accord between diverse students was a ‘natural’ process.
We also analysed these responses in terms of cultural background, but found academic
achievement level to be a more distinguishing line between student opinions.

Discussion
Altogether, our findings demonstrate strong differences in opinions between students based
on their academic achievement level. Our findings further highlight that low and mid
achieving students in particular have higher expectations for teacher intervention in
promoting positive collaboration with peers from diverse cultures. This has clear implications
for universities as they attempt to provide services to support rising levels of diversity. At
SRHE, these findings will be discussed in the context of freedom and control in higher
education, with an evaluation of practical implications for teachers in international
classrooms.
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